IDC 2009 - WEDNESDAY, June 3rd, 2009

8.00-17.30: REGISTRATION

9.00-17.00: FULL DAY WORKSHOPS

Digital Technologies and Marginalized Youth: Reducing the Gap (Castelnuovo Building - room AM2)
Organizers
E. K. Ackermann (MIT, USA), F. Decortis (University of Liège, Belgium), J. P. Hourcade (University of Iowa, USA), H. Schelhowe (University of Bremen, Germany)

Children and Embodied Interaction: Seeking Common Ground (Valleggio Building - room V2.12)
Organizers
A. Antle (S. Fraser University, Canada), Y. Fernaeus (Swedish Institute of Computer Science, Sweden), P. Marshall (The Open University, UK)

Creative interactive play for disabled children (Valleggio Building - room V2.13)
Organizers
P. Marti, A. Pollini, A. Rullo (University of Siena, Italy), L. Giusti (FBK – IRST, Italy), E. Grönvall (University of Aarhus, Denmark)

13.30-17.00: HALF-DAY WORKSHOP (Natta Palace – the Noble Hall)

Children and Mobile Technology: Interface Development for Mobile Touch Devices
Organizers
R. T. Ballagas (Nokia Research Center, USA), J. Drell (Nickelodeon Kids and Family Games, USA), A. Druin (University of Maryland, USA), E. Reardon (Sesame Workshop, USA), G. Revelle (Sesame Workshop, USA)

17.15-17.30: OPENING

17.30-19.00: KEYNOTE

S.A. Barab. Educational Games: Effective learning through (inter)action

19.00 WELCOME RECEPTION (at the Conference Venue)